
Some years ago a respected theologian coined and popularized the term “Big Eva” to
describe the loose association of Christian for-profit and non-profit media
organizations, para-church organizations, and their popular leading figures who so
heavily influence evangelical pastors, congregations, and Christians. “Eva,” of course,
stands for “evangelical.” The “Big” part of the new phrase describes the influence the
organizations and controlling figures exert, and the resources they have at their
disposal. A lot of money, influence, and power flow into and through Big Eva, which
is not in itself a bad thing. We can and do applaud money, influence, and power when
put to the right evangelical uses. And Big Eva organizations, initiatives, movements,
and figures have done a lot of good for many of us through their books, videos,
conferences, and general influence. Hooray for Big Eva whenever it carries Christ’s
word into unreached places of the human heart.

But the “Big” part of the new phrase
“Big Eva” also describes something else
that may not be so good. Big Eva
organizations, movements, initiatives,
and figures operate outside of traditional
ecclesiastical structures, meaning they
are not accountable to local, regional, or
denominational bodies. No local
congregation, parish board, or
denominational authority guides,

admonishes, corrects, or rejects them. They largely do as they please, subject only to
the control of their own private boards, leading figures, or most-influential network
supporters and donors. And given their unaccountable nature outside traditional
ecclesiastical structures, they can find their own bigness influencing them, at the risk
of subtly influencing the soundness of their Christian doctrine. In coining the cautious
term “Big Eva,” the theologian did us a favor, highlighting doctrinal risks of which
many of us were largely or entirely unaware. We should continue entrusting our
understanding of the faith to accountable pastors and churches while appreciating, but
being cautious of, other offerings.


